PILLAR I
STRENGTHENING BUSINESS REGULATIONS AND PRACTICES

PILLAR II
ENHANCING BUSINESS COMPETITIVENESS

PILLAR III
CATALYZING SHARED PROSPERITY

Global Influence Initiative
Analytics
Reform Toolkits
Adaptive Policy Design
Investment Competitiveness Report
P2P Learning and Investment Competitiveness Forum

Inclusive growth-promoting relationships
Reforms
Improved business/investor perception
Reduced costs/private sector savings
Investment generated
More open and competitive markets

Impacts
Business environment improves the ability of firms to compete, grow and prosper in domestic and international markets
Entities that implemented recommended changes (national/subnational)
Participants reporting satisfied with workshops, trainings, seminars, conferences, etc.
Better data and evidence for policy making
Outcomes input to improved business/investor perception
Outcomes input to investment generated/retained
Anticompetitive practices and regulations prevented or eliminated

Outcomes
Government policies, regulation and institutions better aligned with good practice (improving business environment, integration with global economy and fostering sustainable growth)
Beneficiaries/entities that receive assistance
Workshops, training events, seminars, conferences, etc.
Participants in workshops, training events, seminars, conferences, etc.
Databases/surveys/diagnostics for policy
Policy reports (e.g. assessments, manuals, policy notes) completed
New strategies/policies drafted or contributed to the drafting
Recommendations to laws/regs/amends/codes or to improve reg. and legal env.
Recommendations on procedures to be improved or eliminated
Recommendations on business-enabling standards
Gender and inclusion related activities

Outputs
Business regulatory regimes
Good regulatory practices
Opening market and competition
FDI linkages (local value addition and jobs)
Standards and quality infrastructure
Central, subnational coordination & collaboration
Subnational benchmarking (measuring gaps or effectiveness of policies and regulations) and implementing business regulation, investment and competition reforms

Solutions

See next slide for output categories

1. Beneficiaries/entities that receive assistance
2. Workshops, training events, seminars, conferences, etc.
3. Participants in workshops, training events, seminars, conferences, etc.
4. Databases/surveys/diagnostics for policy
5. Policy reports (e.g. assessments, manuals, policy notes) completed
6. New strategies/policies drafted or contributed to the drafting
7. Recommendations to laws/regs/amends/codes or to improve reg. and legal env.
8. Recommendations on procedures to be improved or eliminated
9. Recommendations on business-enabling standards
10. Gender and inclusion related activities